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DELIVERY OF LEGAL SERVICES TO
IMMIGRANT SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS: THE
PROBLEMS AND A MODEL TO SOLVE THEM

By

PABLO A. ORMACHEA* &
WILLIAM A. LANGER**

INTRODUCTION'

Immigrant entrepreneurs, as a group, are widely recognized
as a key engine of economic growth for United States cities.2
After all, immigrant small-business owners are "entrepreneurial
* Pablo A. Ormachea holds a J.D. from Harvard Law School and a Bachelor
of Arts, with honors, from the University of Texas, where he majored in history and government and minored in mathematics, business, and Eastern European studies. He had the privilege of practicing at Susman Godfrey in
Houston, Texas before he decided to give back to the community and become a 7th grade language arts teacher for students who are learning English
as a second language. He currently teaches at Plummer Middle School, a
Title I school in the greater Houston area.
** William A. Langer holds a J.D., cum laude, from Harvard Law School
and a Bachelor of Arts from Columbia University, with majors in economics
and political science. He is currently an associate at Simpson Thacher &
Bartlett LLP in that firm's Sao Paulo, Brazil office.
1 Every interviewee was a gold mine of information and this article could
never have happened without their invaluable insight and extensive
experience in the field. We would like to thank each and every one of them.
We would also like to thank Professor Jeanne Charn for her indispensable
input throughout the drafting process.
2 See, e.g., Renuka Rayasam, Immigrants: The Unsung Heroes of the U.S.
Economy, U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, Feb. 26, 2007, at 58; Immigrants
Grow Urban Economics, CHI. TRIB., Feb. 12, 2007, at 3; Jessica Dickler, Immigrant EntrepreneursIgnite Economy, CNNMoney.com, Feb. 6, 2007, http://
Immimoney.cnn.com/2007/02/06/smbusiness/immigrant-entrepreneurs/;
grants Key to Economic Growth in NYC, Other Urban Areas, Report Finds,
The Associated Press, Feb. 6, 2007; Nina Bernstein, The New Immigrant
Dream: Arepas as Common as Bagels, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 6, 2007 at Al.
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sparkplugs," who create jobs, stimulate growth in a variety of
economic sectors, and ultimately, transform inner-city neighborhoods into "thriving commercial centers."3 They must, however,
overcome considerable obstacles before successfully providing
for themselves and their families, let alone, bringing all of these
benefits to the community.4
But what exactly are these obstacles? Despite a select few instances of pioneering work,5 discussion regarding these obstacles is virtually nonexistent. 6 As one study puts it, "despite
[their] growing importance, immigrant entrepreneurs remain a
shockingly overlooked and little-understood part of cities' economies, and they are largely disconnected from local economic
planning."7 And though the limited academic work has been
ground-breaking in opening up the dialogue,8 the discussion is
often too narrow in diagnosis and prescription, with the content
most absorbed in talk about the language barrier and a failure to
look beyond graduate school clinical organizations for a
solution. 9
We were struck by the dearth of information and decided to
conduct a series of interviews in the City of Boston, one of the
vanguard U.S. cities for immigrant small-business development.
We distilled the multitude of insights from professionals in government, non-profit, and for-profit organizations whose careers
3 JOHNATHAN BOWLES, CENTER FOR AN URBAN FUTURE, A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY: UNDERSTANDING & TAPPING THE ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF IMMIGRANT ENTREPRENEURS 3 (Feb. 2007), http://www.nycfuture.org/images

pdfs/pdfs/IE-final.pdf.
4

Id.

See, e.g., Patricia S. Abril, "Acoustic Segregation" and the Hispanic Small
Business Owner, 10 HARV. LAT. L. REV. 1, 1 (2007); Julian S. Lim, TongueTied in the market: The Relevance of Contract Law to Racial-Language Minorities, 91 CAL. L. REV. 579, 579 (2003).
6 Lim, supra note 5, at 581.
7 BOWLES, supra note 3.
5

8 Indeed, working on Patricia Abril's piece at the Harvard Latino Law Re-

view was the inspiration for this article.
9 See, e.g., Abril supra note 5; Lim supra note 5.
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are dedicated, in whole or in part, to immigrant small-business
development, and we organized this knowledge into a comprehensive presentation of the challenges that immigrant entrepreneurs face. In doing so, we challenge the conventional
assumption of the language barrier as the principal obstacle and
provide a comprehensive framework for understanding and
overcoming the other equally significant barriers to small-business development.
Having discerned the problems, we turned our attention to
finding solutions. In this article, we present a citywide model for
the provision of business, financial, and legal services. The
model is based on the experiences of the wide array of organizations that seek to stimulate immigrant small-business development in Boston and is tailored to address, not only the
challenges faced by entrepreneurs, but also, the challenges faced
by those organizations that seek to help them. We hope the insights from our interviews and from our model aid efforts - of
cities, organizations, communities, and individuals - create
more effective and efficient strategies for small-business
development.
Part II profiles our interviewees, and Part III summarizes our
methodology. Part IV details the insights gained from our interviews and explains the four principal problems for immigrant
small-business development: (1) the language barrier, (2) financial and time constraints, (3) cultural barriers, and (4) a lack of
awareness of the law and the role of business lawyers. Part V
explains additional considerations behind the "Clearinghouse
Model," which is designed to overcome the four major barriers
and which advances a city-wide structure that accomplishes the
twin goals of maximizing resources while maintaining a trusted
neighborhood presence to connect clients to the service providers. Part VI explains in detail the role played by each component of the Model. Part VII discusses how the Clearinghouse
Model addresses each one of the four major barriers. Part VIII
Volume 5, Number 2
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serves as the conclusion and calls for action and a broader discourse about immigrant entrepreneurs.
The success of some business owners proves that these barriers are not insurmountable. But for those less fortunate and for
those without access to effective financial and legal services,
starting a company is akin to launching a poorly constructed
ship that capsizes in its first storm. It only takes one legal misstep10 to doom a startup. If a community fully understood the
obstacles and barriers that immigrant entrepreneurs must conquer, it could help small businesses weather any storm, and in
turn, amplify the economic benefits to the community.
LIST OF INTERVIEWEESli
Jacqueline Gonzalez-Taylor: Jacqueline Gonzalez-Taylor operates the Economic Justice Project - part of the Lawyers' Com-

mittee for Civil Rights under Law of the Boston Bar
Association - and is responsible for greatly expanding the operations of the project and expanding the economic development work of the Lawyers' Committee. The Economic Justice
Project (EJP) uses the skills and resources of business attorneys
to provide free legal business assistance to low-income entrepreneurs who are starting or expanding small businesses located in
under-served communities in Greater Boston. Ms. GonzalezTaylor is a 1998 graduate, with honors, of Suffolk University
Law School and possesses an extensive history in business and
transactional legal practice. Before operating the Economic Justice Project, she worked as Assistant General Counsel at
Genuity, Inc. and as an associate in the business practice groups
at two Boston law firms.
10 For example, a failure to get licensed or certified. Our interviews were
full of stories of immigrants whose failure to file the appropriate paperwork
stemmed not from a desire to skirt the law, but from a mere lack of
knowledge.
11 All interviews took place at each interviewee's workplace in the Spring of

2008.
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Nader Acevedo: Nader Acevedo is the Executive Director of
the Hispanic-American Chamber of Greater Boston and is responsible for the daily operation of the Chamber, in addition to
working for the economic development of the Hispanic community in the Greater Boston area. Prior to joining the Chamber,
Mr. Acevedo served as Director of Latino and Latin American
Programs at the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences and as the Vice President of the Fleet Financial Group
in charge of the development and financing of Community Development Corporations and Small Businesses throughout the
New England region. He has been the recipient of numerous
awards and recognitions for his contribution to the economic development of the Latino community in the United States.
Anna Dodson: Anna Dodson, a partner in the Business Law
Department of Goodwin Proctor, LLP, specializes in securitization and structured finance and serves on the firm's Opinion
Committee, Pro Bono Committee, and Diversity Committee.
She dedicates many hours of pro bono service to clients who
need legal assistance through the EJP - she was one of EJP's
first volunteer attorneys - and has developed and organized
several workshops for inner-city entrepreneurs. She has been
recognized for her work with the 2004 Robert B. Fraser Pro
Bono Award and the 2004 John Adams & John Quincy Adams
Pro Bono Publico Award for providing volunteer legal services
to poor and disadvantaged citizens in Massachusetts.
Andre Porter: Andre Porter works at the Department of Neighborhood Development in the City of Boston. The department
provides a variety of services and programs to the city's neighborhoods. Mr. Porter serves as Deputy Director of one of the
department's divisions, the Office of Business Development,
and works to revitalize the neighborhood business district by offering financial and technical assistance for existing small businesses and startups. The division also assists non-profit
organizations with matching capital funds to improve their
facilities.
Volume), Number 2
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Brian K. Price: Brian Price serves as Clinical Professor and Director of the WilmerHale Legal Services Center of Harvard Law
School (HLS). Mr. Price joined the Center in 1997 as Senior
Clinical Instructor of the Community Enterprise Project and
was appointed Director of the Center in July 2006 and HLS
Clinical Professor of Law in November 2006. Prior to joining
the Center, he served as General Counsel and Senior Director
of Certification and Enforcement at the State Office of Minority
and Women Business Assistance within the Massachusetts Department of Economic Development. Mr. Price received his
B.A. from Princeton University in 1980 and his J.D. from the
University of Pennsylvania Law School in 1984.
Erika Eurkus: Erika Eurkus is the Senior Director of Capital &
Brand Development at ACCION USA. Ms. Eurkus is responsible for the capitalization and management of the ACCION
USA Loan Fund, specializing in microloans to low and moderate income individuals. In addition, she leads ACCION USA's
branding efforts in positioning the Boston-based organization in
the marketplace. Ms. Eurkus has served for two years on the
advisory board of the Center for Urban Entrepreneurship at the
Pioneer Institute in Boston and currently sits on the advisory
council for Onein3, an advisory of young professionals serving
the Mayor of Boston. She holds a B.A. from Northwestern University. In 2007, Ms. Eurkus was named to the Boston Business
Journal's "40 Under 40," which lists the best and brightest young
business leaders and innovators in the Greater Boston area.
BACKGROUND

The scholarship concerning the provision of services to immigrant small-business owners, minimal as it is, seems to unanimously declare language as the immigrants' single largest
barrier to starting and running a small business.12 But this conventional wisdom paints a far too simple picture of the troubles
12

Abril, supra note 5.
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immigrant entrepreneurs face. True, the language barrier serves
as a monumental challenge for any immigrant seeking to start a
small business, but can it truly be the challenge? And what other
barriers challenge immigrant entrepreneurs?
1.

Why did we choose to interview those who
deliver legal services?

We went into the city of Boston to get answers to these questions from people intimately involved in the delivery of legal
services to small business owners. Representing members of a
diverse group of public and private, non-profit and for-profit,
and large and small organizations, every one of our interviewees
has seen and helped countless entrepreneurs, and each one is,
therefore, uniquely suited to distilling the experiences of his or
her clients into a set of concrete lessons and needs. Working on
case after case exposed the interviewees to the full gamut of
problems for immigrant entrepreneurs.
While it would also prove useful to ask the immigrant entrepreneurs, themselves, to explain what problems they face, each
small business owner can only speak with authority about the
challenges he personally faced and is ill-equipped to make broad
pronouncements about the situation in general. Moreover, we
learned that perhaps the largest problem is that immigrant entrepreneurs, themselves, are simply unaware of what they do not
know. With that said, there is far too little legal scholarship
about immigrant small business owners, and the next step
should be to commission a study of the immigrant entrepreneurs
themselves.
2.

Why the Greater Boston area?

The state of Massachusetts has undergone dramatic demographic changes, much like the rest of the United States. In 2005
Volume), Number 2
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alone, Massachusetts gained nearly 27,000 immigrants. 3 About
one of every two immigrants entering Massachusetts from 2000
to 2004 was from Latin America and the Caribbeans, and another one in four was from Asia.14 Even within the city limits of
Boston, non-Hispanic whites have constituted a minority of the
city's population since the 2000 Census.15
The demographic changes been reflected in the city's new
business environment. Just over two decades ago, The Boston
Globe observed that "Boston's international population, unlike
the Cubans of Miami, has yet to assert itself economically
through the establishment of businesses."1 6 The Globe's assessment stands in stark contrast to a recent report discussing the
"indispensable" role of immigrant workers in the Massachusetts
economy.17 Another recent report uses even stronger language,
calling immigrant businesses "engines of growth."18
As Ms. Gonzalez-Taylor puts it, some of the work being done
in Boston today is "in the lead or on the cutting edge" in terms
M. JOHNSON, CARSEY INSTITUTE, WITH LESS MIGRATION,
Now MORE IMPORTANT TO STATE GROWTH 2 (Fall
http://www.carseyinstitute.unh.edu/publications/FS-JohnsonNational

13 KENNETH

NATURAL INCREASE IS

2009),

Migration.pdf
14 ANDREW M. SUM, ET AL., MASSINC AND CENTER FOR LABOR STUDIES,
THE CHANGING FACE OF MASSACHUSETTS 2 (June 2005), http://www.mass
inc.org/Research/The-Changing-Face-of-Massachusetts.aspx.
15 U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, PROFILE OF GENERAL DEMOGRAPHIC CHARAC-

(2000), http://factfinder.census.gov/serv
let/QTTable?_bm=Y&-geo-id=16000US2507000&-qr-name=DEC_2000
SF1_U_DP1&-dsname=DEC_2000_SF1_U&-_1ang=en&-redoLog=false&TERISTICS: BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

sse=on
16 Paul

Watanabe, The Rebirth of Fields Corner: Vietnamese Immigrant Entrepreneurs and the Revitalization of a Boston Neighborhood, 31 W. NEW
ENG. L. REV. 781, 782 (2009) (quoting Kay Longcope, Growing Influx of
Refugees to Hub Make it an Impacted City, BOSTON GLOBE, June 12, 1983, at
57).
17 SUM, ET AL., supra note 14, at 5.
18 CENTER FOR AN URBAN FUTURE, WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY 3 (Feb.
2007), http://www.nycfuture.org/images-pdfs/pdfs/IE-final.pdf.
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of delivery of legal services to entrepreneurs. Mr. Porter emphatically agrees:
Boston is better than any city in the country when
it comes to providing resources to small business
entrepreneurs. That's not to say there's not room
for improvement, but we are far and away the best
in terms of depth and breadth of resources for
small business entrepreneurs.
He credits the success to the sheer numbers of well-educated
residents eager to lend a hand and to "Boston's wealth of organizations and entities doing something around business
assistance."
Boston has developed a sophisticated interrelated network of
resources where the public and private sectors work both with
each other and amongst themselves. To talk to people on the
ground in Boston is to hear of residents coming together to create a resource and support network within their own neighborhoods, of law firms stressing their commitment to pro bono
work with free clinics and workshops, and of organizations determined to expand the delivery of legal services throughout the
city.
The hodgepodge of resources becomes even more bewildering
when one realizes that nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
and law school outreach programs, like the Hale Dorr Clinic at
Harvard Law School,19are also involved in the delivery of legal
services to entrepreneurs, albeit only for their own clients or in
their own slices of the city. Ms. Eurkus recounts how ACCION
- an economic development organization which, she takes care
to point out, is in the business of microlending and not of providing legal services - found it necessary to partner with a firm
to create targeted legal seminars educating people on matters
19 Other law schools in the greater Boston area also offer legal services. We
offer up the HLS clinic as an example only because of our greater familiarity
with the Center.

Volume), Number
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like choosing a legal entity, filing taxes, and managing intellectual property.
The seminars were understandably restricted to ACCION's
clients - the NGO, like all similar organizations, has limited
resources and simply cannot afford to serve everyone - but
even with attention restrictions, the program had "excellent
turnout." If she could reliably fill a classroom in the South End
of Boston for several years, imagine how many classrooms could
have been filled if the seminars were broadly available. The program ended when the partnering law firm folded for unrelated
reasons, but Ms. Eurkus continues to point to its success and
popularity as "showcasing the need" for similar services in the
City of Boston.
WHAT DID WE LEARN?

Immigrants and non-immigrants alike face the problems of
limited time, limited access to capital, and limited education
about the law and the role of lawyers. Immigrants often labor
under the additional handicaps of language and a deep-seated
cultural mistrust of anything that could be related to a government agency.
In essence, immigrant entrepreneurs suffer from the problem
of information asymmetry to gauge their options. 20 Mr. Acevedo
explains,
A lot of immigrants work very hard and come
here. Usually, they work under someone else's license, say at a restaurant or a hair salon. Then
they notice that it's a good business and decide to
open a similar business themselves. But they don't
Economists have long argued that regulation is necessary to combat information asymmetry when customers cannot properly evaluate the product or
service at issue. See, Kenneth J. Arrow, Uncertainty and the Welfare Economics of Medical Care, 53 AM. ECON. REV. 941, 951-52 (Dec. 1963).
20
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know the laws. They don't know the language.
They don't know where to go.
That is exactly the problem; no one has taught an immigrant
entrepreneur where to go. Below, we delve, in detail, into the
four major problem areas: (1) the language barrier, (2) financial
and time constraints, (3) cultural barriers, and (4) a lack of
knowledge about the law or the role of lawyers.
1.

The Language Barrier

Everyone agrees that language barriers pose a serious problem for immigrants seeking to launch a business. Speaking the
language of business -

English in the United States -

obvi-

ously makes it easier to increase your client base, speak with a
loan officer, or deal with your utility bills, to name a few examples. And even if speaking English does not make the process
easier in fact, "the immigrant community might feel that there
are more hoops to jump through [by virtue of the language barrier]," as Mr. Price pointed out.
Anecdotal evidence supports Mr. Price's hypothesis. Mr.
Porter recounted one story of an immigrant who spoke English
but still made sure to have his son present to help translate. We
always had to meet him at the store in the morning so that his
son was there to translate. Even though the store owner understood English, his discomfort with participating in high-level
business or legal discussions forced him to schedule around his
son's availability. It is precisely that discomfort that fluent English speakers do not have to face.
Mr. Acevedo agrees and explains how immigrant small-business owners often have to pay at least an extra $200 - "if the
attorney's a nice guy" - just to have the attorney provide them
with a foreign language translation of the relevant forms; the
$200 amount does not include any help whatsoever with filling
out the forms. He emphasizes that this expense is only one example of the many hurdles imposing extra costs on immigrants
Volume), Number 2
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seeking to start a small business. Ms. Eurkus concurs, stating
that "Translating all the forms and training materials adds a
whole other level of [required] resources."
Our interviewees stressed how difficult it is to quantify the
number of people operating under a language handicap. "Sometimes you'll have folks who prefer Spanish but will work with
you in English." Ms. Dodson goes on to explain that "[iut's hard
to know in an ideal world how many people would work in
Spanish. We've had from 20% to 75% [Spanish speakers] in the
workshops, clinics, and outreach."
But perhaps the greatest lesson of all is that academics are
wrong to focus all their attention on the language barrier. The
interviewees disagree as to whether language is even the greatest barrier. Mr. Porter agrees that language barriers are a challenge, but maintains that
[I]f you are that good entrepreneur, you find a
way to get the help to make [the business] work.
That's just what entrepreneurs do, no matter what
the language might be. If you really are motivated,
you just find a way.
He believes that cultural barriers pose "the single greatest problem" for immigrant entrepreneurs who need legal or business
services. Other interviewees point instead to the difficulties in
securing capital and maintaining a steady cash flow. As Ms.
Dodson explains:
You can be born in the States but still face the
same challenges. There's the language issue, but
what's a bigger challenge? Not understanding the
language or being illiterate? You can be a great
salesperson, cook, storeowner, and still not be any
good at the accounting ....
There is merit to this argument. After all, without access to sufficient capital, an immigrant cannot even launch a business,
much less encounter the oft-discussed language barrier.
Volume 5, Number 2
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2.

Financial and Time Constraints

It is possible for an immigrant small-business owner to sidestep the problem of language by hiring an English speaker or by
starting his business in, say, a Spanish-speaking part of town. It
is not possible, however, to sidestep the problem of financial
constraints if the entrepreneur cannot secure enough seed
money to get the company off the ground. Mr. Acevedo explains, "The problem is finances. Space is very expensive in Boston; salaries are high in Boston; benefits are high in Boston."
Ms. Gonzalez-Taylor points out, "most people who are starting a
business . . . have minimal access to capital." Minimal enough,

she says, that many immigrant entrepreneurs would be willing to
do without legal services if forced to pay. She asks, "are you
going to pay an attorney? Or use [the same money] to pay for
inventory?"
Ms. Dodson agrees, but she also believes that low-income entrepreneurs lack sufficient knowledge about the financial system. "I would say [that the biggest problem is] understanding or
knowing how [the system] works, gaining access to capital, and
then using that capital." She explains in greater detail,
[S]ometimes in order to get capital, [an entrepreneur has] to demonstrate that [she] can use it appropriately . . . . If you want to open a coffee

shop, you don't have to own a coffee shop for a
year, but [lenders and other service providers]
want to see that [she] worked at Dunkin Donuts
or Starbucks and can demonstrate that [she] understood the business.
Mr. Rogelio Whittington, a Boston tax accountant who serves
the immigrant population, agrees. "You can have everything
else, but you're still in trouble if you don't know how to use the
banks."
Mr. Acevedo also bemoans the extra burden posed by operating in heavily regulated areas. "Boston has a lot of rules and
Volume), Number 2
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regulations, like licensing issues. To open a business you might
have to go through five or six different steps. In Houston, there
is no zoning. My son has been there for seven years, and one day
I saw a sign announcing a 'store for lease.' [In Houston, all
someone has] to do is register for $10 with your name, and you
have a business." Mr. Acevedo pointed to health insurance now required in Massachusetts 21 - even more so than utility
and cell phone companies, as being "priced beyond what people
can afford," because "small businesses don't get a group discount rate."
Low-income, small-business owners - immigrant and nonimmigrant alike - also operate under heavy time constraints. "At
the same time that they're doing all of their business work,
they're also heads of families. They're caring for others, be it
children, relatives or parents." Ms. Dodson emphasizes that "a
lot of people [are] doing both. [They lead] their business efforts
[and lead] their family efforts as well."
Mr. Porter agrees but also points to the fear of theft in immigrant small-business owners' predominantly low-income neighborhoods. "[Often, they run] a mom and pop business or a cash
business where they're terrified to leave the store for more than
two seconds. We do workshops where you can see the merchant
[right] across the street, but they won't cross the street [to come
over] because it means leaving the cash register."
3.

Cultural Barriers

Immigrants often have a strong cultural bias against government. Mr. Porter, perhaps more sensitive to the problem of cultural barriers than our other interviewees because of his role in
the government, puts it strongly: "Cultural issues form the single
greatest problem when trying to help immigrant small-business
2006 Mass. Acts ch. 58, available at http://www.mass.gov/legis/laws/seslaw
06/sl060058.htm.
21
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entrepreneurs." Ms. Dodson is unhappy about the problem but
is not surprised.
When your life experience has taught you that
groups who talk like this, walk like this, can let
you down or worse, [then] they'll turn away from
legal services. That's what the legal workshops are
for: to teach people that lawyers are people like
you who just know some things that you don't.
As Mr. Porter explains, immigrants "come from a culture where
the government is perceived as anything but helpful." The immigrant's experience with corrupt home governments makes it
harder for him or her to get correct information. The problem is
so acute, that many people only come to government when
"they've already made the fifteenth mistake" or "only when
they've exhausted every other avenue and are desperate for
help."
"We've seen people who thought they had to pay their credit
card bills late in order to establish a credit history. And these
are sharp people we heard this from .

. .

. Not all the informa-

tion out there is going to be correct," Ms. Eurkus says.
Immigrant small business owners are used to doing things a
certain way in their original country, and they risk failing to create a legally enforceable agreement, even though doing so will
protect their interests here in America. "[I]n many Latin American countries, people do things with a handshake, but a handshake won't do in this country. You need to have [the
agreement] on a piece of paper if you want it enforced," Ms.
Gonzalez-Taylor says, before telling us the story of one of her
organization's clients.
We were having a business legal clinic this
Wednesday. At the last minute, [a colleague] had a
client in the Jamaica Plains area who wanted to
come to the clinic. He was having an issue with
electricity. The root of the issue is that he's subleasing a place. He thinks that he bought it for
Volume), Number
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five years. He's renting the space, but he used to
work for the company that sublet him the place. I
asked if he had anyone look at the lease. He responded that the company attorney gave it a look.
I told him that the company attorney works for
the company, not for him. That's the trust and misunderstanding issue. Yes, there's an attorney
there, but he's working for the company. [The attorney] only has the interests of the company at
heart.
Immigrant entrepreneurs also sometimes labor under a misapprehension about the free service providers themselves, believing that owners must be completely law abiding to avail
themselves of those resources. Mr. Porter with the City of Boston made it clear that "legal noncompliance is none of our business. Our assistance, whether financial or technical, is not
dependent on whether you comply with legal requirements."
But even Mr. Acevedo seemed to be misinformed when he
told us that nongovernmental organizations ask how many employees a company has or whether they report one hundred percent of the income they make. If the situation was unclear to
Mr. Acevedo, an educated man heavily involved with every step
of starting and running businesses in the greater Boston area,
then how can it be any clearer to an immigrant entrepreneur?
Instead of availing themselves of the free resources, members of
the local Hispanic Chamber of Commerce often go to the private sector for help, because "private people don't ask whether
they meet the requirements -

they're not the state -

but they

do charge, say, $150. That's $150 they spend that other people
don't have to."
Immigrant small-business owners have also been known to
impute their mistrust of government onto attorneys. "A lot of
people mistrust attorneys, because they see that as affiliation
with the government," Ms. Gonzalez-Taylor explains. "That's
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why I work with community organizations. The client already
trusts them." She understands the roots of the mistrust.
You have to think about the cultural differences.
You have to think about how people arrived in a
country - even if their status has since been adjusted, they'll always have a tendency for mistrust
even after they get status to avoid making waves.
Building the trust is very important.
The mistrust can be aggravated by social snafus. Ms. Dodson
gave us one example when she told us "that sometimes the lawyers will be too casual. If you're working with Hispanics, people
need to dress up for meetings."
Boston has evolved a neighborhood-based model to address
the problem of trust. As Ms. Eurkus explains, "It would be easier to have one session downtown or one program, but the fact
of the matter is that it probably has to be localized and offered."
The mistrust of government institutions is so acute that "it's important to have some name recognition associated with any programs, [because] people would feel more comfortable going to
something if someone unaffiliated with the government sent
them," Ms. Eurkus says. Mr. Porter agrees and tells us that the
City of Boston has pursued a similar strategy of "partnering
with a local community-based organization that has built trust
within that particular community."
4. Lack of Awareness of the Law and the Role of
Business Lawyers
Attorneys look at immigrants as people who don't
follow the rules. But if you don't tell your son to
follow the rules, he won't know to follow [them]
... Immigrants don't have the guidelines or the
experience for someone to explain to them the importance of the rules.
-Mr. Acevedo
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The neighborhood relationships are necessary to address the
fourth and final major problem: a lack of awareness of the law
and the role of business lawyers, or as Mr. Price phrased it, "access and an awareness of that access." Mr. Acevedo told us the
following story:
One person worked in construction and bought a
beat up truck and put on a sign. He took his savings and bought his tools and started working ... I
asked him for his license [when he wanted to become a member of the Chamber].
"I need a license?"
"What about the permit to rent property for an
apartment?" "What???"
Mr. Porter explained that "any small business person can find
himself in trouble if he doesn't keep up with the requirements,
especially members of the immigrant community." Ms. Eurkus
put it more bluntly, saying "just a little thing like signing a lease
contract ... might doom the business right there. A hidden cost,
or whatever comes up, might be the nail in the business before it
even opens."
Immigrant small-business owners, like U.S.-born entrepreneurs, also often misunderstand the role of the business attorney, making the situation even more dire. Ms. Gonzalez-Taylor
attributes the misunderstanding to seeing lawyers as only courtroom lawyers rather than someone who is also trained to help
with other matters. She hopes to teach her clients that "[t]he
business attorney is key to prevention as an advisor there to
help limit exposure to litigation." Ms. Eurkus points out that
"[e]ven American small businesses often know very little about
the legal world. They don't see the cost-benefit in paying for it."
Even so, greater insulation from U.S. life may compound the
problem for immigrants. Ms. Eurkus explains:
There's one less layer or challenge for an American or an English speaker who can understand
Volume), Number 2
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everything they can read, but [talking to a business
lawyer is] still low on their priority list. They're
scraping to run their business and focusing on
marketing, dealing with suppliers, renegotiating
better deals, making more sales. They don't think
about their legal questions. But [the American]
may have absorbed something about our legal system, be it from a family member who also ran a
business, or something else.
She tells us that "[t]here's certainly not a lack of willingness to
learn, from what I've seen, but more a lack of order about the
channels that might get them the information. Any resourceful
person could figure things out, but if that person is running a
business, working two jobs, taking care of a family, or whatever,
there's a limit to what they can do." Ms. Dodson agrees, before
pointing out that "immigrants are often not people who used
lawyers in their own countries."
Everyone agrees that using a lawyer is important. Several interviewees likened it to the integration of "public health" strategies to supplement traditional medical care and to reduce
emergency room visits, emphasizing prevention over emergency
care. 22 Ms. Gonzalez-Taylor considers legal advice so important
that she asks her clients to discuss any contract, negotiable or
not, with legal counsel.
Particularly for the immigrant entrepreneurs, they
see a space and love it. They don't want to make
any waves. They think that signing the lease is
maybe the way to go ... But taking it to an attorney doesn't necessarily create waves. The attorney
can tell you about the good, the bad, and the ugly.
You have two choices at that point. You might decide to deal with the bad, take the place anyway,
and pray to God that nothing bad happens. Your
22
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other choice is to decide it's just too bad and try
negotiating or finding some other location. It
doesn't mean that you have leverage in the situation, but you should understand what you're getting into.
She remembers one client who was in exactly that situation. She
saw him recently, and he thanked the organization for saving
him from the lease. Ms. Dodson agrees, "Even if the person will
sign a contract that no one will ever negotiate on, it's still good
to know what you're signing."
DESIGNING THE CLEARINGHOUSE MODEL

We focused on two main objectives. First, we hoped to maximize the quality and quantity of available legal and business services. Second, we demanded that the model maximize the
number of clients -

the immigrant small business owners -

it

can connect with service providers.
Ultimately, we decided that the sheer variety of challenges
facing small business owners and service providers calls for a
coordinated effort in which at least one organization serves as a
clearinghouse and coordinates the network of neighborhood,
community, business development, and professional service organizations.23 By creating this "Clearinghouse Model" and connecting the entire spectrum of complementary organizations
into an integrative and collaborative effort, cities will be in the
best position to help immigrant entrepreneurs meet those
challenges.
The Clearinghouse Model addresses the primary objectives
by, first, organizing the providers into a cohesive network of
pooled resources, and, second, by connecting those providers to
The network consists of both legal service providers, such as law firms of
all sizes, solo legal practitioners, law schools and legal clinics, as well as business service providers, such as business development organizations, business
and financial advisors, and accountants.
23
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their clients through a central agency with strong connections to
the neighborhood non-profit, cultural, and community organizations that are located where immigrant small-business owners
live or work. The coordinated effort has the extra benefit of
maximizing resources by avoiding the duplication of work
among the different organizations. For instance, a clearinghouse
organization that is well-connected within the region is able to
specialize in intake and matching of small business clients with
service providers throughout the region, allowing the individual
providers to devote fewer of their limited human and financial
resources to client solicitation, and instead, devote those resources to their services. As part of their specialization in locating and matching clients with service providers, clearinghouse
organizations would also be involved in raising awareness and
knowledge among small business owners regarding professional
service providers, minimizing the current problems of misinformation and mistrust that often characterize immigrant smallbusiness owners' perception of these providers.
The model is heavily based on our study of the delivery of
legal and small business services in the City of Boston. Examples of organizations in Boston that serve the "clearinghouse"
function are the Office of Business Development (OBD), a division of the government of the City of Boston, as well as the EJP,
part of the Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights under the auspices of the Boston Bar Association, and finally, the Hispanic
American Chamber of Commerce (HACC). Appropriately,
these offices are in close contact and collaboration with each
other, sharing in the relative advantages of the OBD's connections with community non-profit organizations, the EJP's relationships with legal service providers and the private bar, and
finally, the HACC's ties to business services organizations. Thus,
Boston serves as one example of how a city can pursue an efficient and effective network for small business development
under the Clearinghouse Model. In this case, Boston's version of
the Clearinghouse Model essentially evolved organically, as preVolume 5, Number 2
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viously independent organizations gradually built relationships
and strengthened cooperation and coordination with certain organizations such as OBD and EJP taking the lead in this process. As an alternative strategy, it is easy to imagine public
entities or non-profit organizations formed for the specific purpose of operating as a legal services clearinghouse, whether or
not they are focused on immigrants or small-business development. 24 Between the "organic evolution" as exemplified by the
city of Boston, and comparatively centralized and planned strategy for the development of a Clearinghouse Model, we believe
that both approaches are promising options.
While we believe that the general elements of the model namely the anchoring of small business services around at least
one clearinghouse organization that manages and coordinates a
network of various service providers and connects them to clients via channels of various community organizations - can be
applied to most cities, individual cities will certainly need to vary
the specifics of the model to account for particularities such as
population size and density, as well as local factors relating to
the nature and organization of providers and clients.
VI.

COMPONENTS OF THE CLEARINGHOUSE MODEL

1.

The Clearinghouse

The model is centered on one or more central organizations
working with neighborhood or community organizations to reAlthough outside the scope of our initial study, one area for further research would be an examination of the current organizations and entities that
function with the specific goal of operating as a legal services clearinghouse.
While this paper concludes with the idea of the clearinghouse model as an
answer to the initial question of how to further delivery of pro bono as well
as paid legal services to immigrant-owned micro-enterprises and other small
business clients, the general concept of a legal services clearinghouse is an
interesting concept in itself. For instance, the organization New York Lawyers for the Public Interest has developed a Pro Bono Clearinghouse that
matches clients with pro bono legal services providers.
24
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ceive individual clients, who are then connected to the service
providers that can best serve their specific needs. The clearinghouse also serves the important function of identifying and
recruiting members of the business and legal community, both
by reaching out to providers already engaged in immigrant
small-business development, and also by spreading awareness of
the demand for and the value of such efforts, to universities,
professionals, and pre-professionals who may also be interested
in participating.
Good candidates to serve as a clearinghouse organization include those willing and able to build the network relationships
and to coordinate collaborative initiatives. This definition best
fits local government, quasi-government, and private business
development organizations, even though smaller organizations
such as legal clinics and neighborhood-level community development corporations can also serve as clearinghouses, perhaps,
on a smaller scale as part of the citywide network managed by
other clearinghouse organizations. These organizations should
take the lead in identifying and recruiting the various professional service providers and community organizers into the
network.
2.

Business and Legal Service Providers

It's important that the network include both solo practitioners
and small-to-medium-size firms that charge a fee for services on
a sliding scale to accommodate the different needs of a diverse
clientele, as well as large firms offering their services pro bono.
But the model is intended to provide more than just legal services. On the business side, the clearinghouse needs to develop
relationships with accountants, business advisors, and financial
advisors to help entrepreneurs navigate their relationships with
the banks and obtain essential financial services.
Quasi-governmental, private and non-profit business development organizations such as community development corporaVolume 5, Number
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tions, agencies of the Small Business Administration and the
Chamber of Commerce, as well as microfinance institutions play
large roles as enablers of entrepreneurial activity and are, therefore, essential participants in the network. Not-for-profit entities, such as legal services clinics, are also important, especially
for their abilities to bring in pre-professional students, integrating and educating future lawyers and business advisers who will
be better positioned to play a role in, and promote the network,
once they are part of the profession. Along similar lines, law
schools and business schools are also critical to the network.
First, they can instill a commitment to public service in their students. Secondly, they can promote awareness of how future
lawyers and business professionals can provide their services to
entrepreneurs living and working in traditionally underserved
communities and who are often operating on the fringes of the
mainstream economic market.
Just as the entrepreneur faces barriers to finding a service
provider, service providers face barriers to finding clients. As
the model takes root, the clearinghouse should develop a more
prominent reputation, creating a "domino effect" that should
eventually have the service providers reaching out to the
clearinghouse themselves.

3.

Community Organizations

While the establishment of a comprehensive network of service providers is the key to the functioning of the model, the
final piece of the puzzle consists of connecting the providers to
clients. The clearinghouse achieves this by reaching out to the
various non-profit, cultural, and community organizations located in the neighborhoods where immigrant small-business
owners live and work. Collaboration with these organizations
provides a local presence essential to spread awareness of the
services' existence and utility and accessibility. Developing
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strong working relationships with these local organizations is
critical in connecting clients to professionals.
Ideally, the delivery of business and legal services will follow a
three-step process. First, the neighborhood or community organization spots the need for technical, business, or legal services and refers the client to the clearinghouse. Second, the
clearinghouse assesses the need and reaches out to the applicable service providers. Finally, the clearinghouse puts the client in
touch with an available provider, either directly, or through the
neighborhood community organization.
We envision the network going still one step further and actively including workshops and clinics that provide useful information on general legal and business issues to groups of smallbusiness entrepreneurs. These services should take place in the
individual neighborhoods where clients live or work and be conducted in the predominant languages of these communities.

VII.

ADDRESSING THE MAJOR CHALLENGES

The Clearinghouse Model addresses the major challenges, as
described in Part IV, including (1) financial and time constraints, (2) the language barrier, (3) cultural barriers, and (4)
lack of awareness about the role of lawyers and other
professionals.
1.

Financial and Time Constraints

Financial constraints present a consuming and ongoing challenge for small-business owners and service providers alike. The
Clearinghouse Model addresses this issue by pooling the financial and human resources of the various organizations active in
small business development and ensuring that particular organizations can concentrate on their comparative skills while benefiting from the complementary skills of other network members.
An example of this is where the clearinghouse recruits individuVolume), Number 2
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als from legal or business services organizations to conduct legal
or business workshops, which take place in immigrant neighborhoods and are organized by the local non-profit organizations
involved in community outreach.
The model seeks to maximize and achieve the most efficient
allocation and use of the scarce resources available to organizations engaged in small business development. This allows providers to work in underserved neighborhoods and communities at
times convenient for the entrepreneurs' schedules. Time constraints pose a significant problem for immigrant small business
entrepreneurs and curtail their ability to attend workshops and
clinics in another part of the city. Local availability during regular, predictable, and well-publicized hours will maximize clients'
access to these services.
The easier we make it for the providers to reach potential clients, the easier we make it for the clients to conserve their
scarce financial resources. These services, done well, empower
entrepreneurs to become more effective and efficient consumers
of business and legal services, as they learn, for example, the
value of paying for counseling early to reduce the risk of future
costly problems. The services should also help them navigate the
banking system and connect them to essential financial services.
2.

The Language Barrier

The model's effort to gather, pool, and maximize output of
scarce human resources also addresses the language barrier. Today, the barrier exacerbates the immigrant entrepreneurs' challenges and complicates efforts to provide effective services. The
Clearinghouse Model ameliorates the situation in two ways.
First, the increased coordination among organizations allows the
clearinghouse to bring multi-lingual providers to precisely where
their services are needed. Second, the presence of a clearinghouse with its hand on the pulse of the small business development world gives the city an organization with a far more
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accurate assessment of what languages are needed, undoubtedly, improving the ability to recruit those with strong language
skills and to increase awareness about the problem. The coordination may even encourage potential providers to improve their
foreign language skills so that they too can participate. An example of the latter are language classes for professionals and
pre-professionals, such as the "Spanish for lawyers" courses currently offered at certain law schools.
If the clearinghouse can effectively pinpoint the need, it could
also increase the demand for more professional language
courses. Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, and Vietnamese are becoming increasingly important languages as immigrant entrepreneurs from around the world create vibrant business
environments in low-income neighborhoods throughout the
United States. Increasing professionals' language abilities is an
obvious win-win, because it enables them to better serve their
community while also making them more effective and marketable in today's increasingly global economy.
Our interviewees recounted several experiences with clients
who can speak English but often feel more comfortable - and
perhaps more importantly, are more forthcoming - speaking in
their native language. A failure to provide adequate and competent personnel in a comfortable environment deters clients from
seeking out professional services. Bringing the right staff of professionals to work in the right communities could potentially increase outreach by teaching immigrant entrepreneurs that, yes,
they can seek out effective professional services in their own
languages. These experiences highlight the importance of, not
only offering time-efficient services in immigrant neighborhoods, but also, conducting the services in the right language to
successfully reach out to those in need.
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Cultural Barriers

Cultural barriers present formidable obstacles to the delivery
of effective services. In pursuing client outreach, providers must
understand that many immigrants are disinclined to interact
with government, lawyers, and other authority figures. They
must also understand that even after immigrants achieve legal
status, they may continue to mistrust authority and remain reluctant to engage with those close to the system, preferring, instead, to keep a low profile and to navigate the system on their
own. Finally, many immigrants, particularly Latin Americans,
come from cultures where it is unusual to conduct business with
people with whom one does not have a personal relationship.
These cultural barriers complicate efforts to connect providers
to clients, necessitating a deep understanding of these issues
which can be provided by those organizations with personal or
close connections to an individual neighborhood. Cultural organizations, or other entities with day-to-day contact with the immigrants, must play a key role in client outreach.
The Clearinghouse Model addresses these issues by incorporating neighborhood and community organizations, as these organizations are involved in developing close, personal, and
trusting relationships with the potential clients. When introduced to the network through a trusted local organization, clients should prove far more willing to engage with service
providers. This "easing" into the network should give them the
comfort and confidence that comes from working with people
they personally know or with service providers that are
"vouched for" by their trusted local contacts. Furthermore, by
connecting the clients with the service providers, the Clearinghouse Model provides far-reaching channels of robust communication, enabling everyone in the network to work together in
identifying awareness problems or cultural barriers to best develop strategies to overcome them.
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4. Lack of Awareness about the Role of Lawyers and
Other Professionals
In addition to building the trust and confidence necessary to
reach clients, service providers must also understand the awareness problem that dissuades entrepreneurs from seeking legal
and business counseling. Immigrant entrepreneurs are often unfamiliar with U.S. business norms and did not use lawyers in
their home countries. This means that they often lack any concept of what a business or corporate attorney can provide for
them -

viewing lawyers as little more than litigators -

and

have no idea about legal noncompliance, ultimately risking their
businesses. Zealous and confident entrepreneurs eager to raise
capital may pursue their business ideas unaware of the need to
consult with a lawyer first.
Thus, it is crucial that providers educate immigrant entrepreneurs about the preventive role of the corporate lawyer and instill an understanding that many considerations and legal issues
must be addressed early on to avoid much costlier problems in
the long term. Providers must understand these informational
asymmetries to best help entrepreneurs become more sophisticated and more educated consumers of legal services. Even as
more entrepreneurs learn about the role of the business attorney directly from the clearinghouse network, word-of-mouth
alone should spread awareness of the need for these services in
local communities.
This channeling of information and awareness throughout the
network can also be beneficial in rectifying informational asymmetries among the professional service providers. The clearinghouse network can make an effort to cultivate awareness among
solo practitioners and small law firms of the increasing need for
their services among entrepreneurs, who either do not know
that they need the services or do not know where to find them.
For large firms, attempts can be made to increase corporate
pro bono work, both among corporate lawyers less suited to litiVolume 5, Number 2
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gation pro bono and among lawyers in general, many of whom
gravitate toward litigation-focused services. The underrepresentation of corporate pro bono services may very well
stem from simple path dependence or the notion that corporate
pro bono work does not deal with intellectually challenging and
stimulating legal questions. However, corporate pro bono work
may finely hone a junior associate's technical expertise, and lawyers should appreciate the additional value of these services that
can also provide legal training in attorney-client interaction and
relationship building. The ability to be an effective counselor
and advisor includes listening to the client and helping them to
make their own decisions.
Law firms must also battle the common perception that litigation is more morally compelling, because it involves civil rights
or human rights advocacy. Oftentimes, litigation aimed at rectifying rights violations is seen as urgent and beneficial work,
while helping someone start or grow a business is seen as much
less so. Nonetheless, it's important for lawyers to understand existing problems of unequal accessibility to resources, including
the legal system and the economy, which serve as formidable
barriers to the ability to provide for oneself and one's family.
Economic self-sufficiency, in and of itself, helps avoid exploitation or intrusions on civil and human rights.
Access to business and corporate legal services can, therefore,
be seen as vital to one's integration into the mainstream economy and into meaningful participation in civic life. Pro bono
services are relevant to this integration into the market, because
while the goal is for entrepreneurs to eventually pay for these
services, many are understandably reluctant or not yet able to
pay for them. Too often, they opt to proceed without, what they
perceive as, prohibitively expensive business or legal counseling,
with detrimental consequences to their businesses and further
perpetuation of their exclusion from the market. The Clearinghouse Model can spread awareness and understanding among
providers that may help hesitant attorneys to see that this work
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is as important as trial work or other more traditional practice
areas.
As stated above, working with neighborhood or community
organizations is crucial in connecting clients with those business
and legal service providers inexperienced in community outreach. This network also allows providers to become more effective in their provision of services by sharing cultural lessons
learned with other providers and by building personal relationships through their collaborative efforts.
CONCLUSION

The Clearinghouse Model is designed to help cities address
the entirety of the problem and should maximize the quality,
quantity, and availability of legal and business services for immigrant small business owners. We ask that private, non-profit,
and public entities consider and pursue strategies to integrate
their efforts with complementary organizations along the lines
of the Clearinghouse Model, not only through organizing service
providers into a cohesive and managed network, but also by collaborating with the non-profit, cultural, and community organizations already located in the neighborhoods where immigrant
small-business owners live and work. Participation by neighborhood-based organizations is an integral part of the Model, because it, both, puts a familiar face on the delivery end of the
services and reduces the time commitments for an immigrant
needing legal or business assistance. A Clearinghouse Model
also captures the benefits of economies of scale by putting the
neighborhood organization in touch with the local people who
have the necessary skills, including business lawyers, businesses,
and tax advisors.
We also call on graduate schools, professional organizations,
and universities to play a pivotal role in instilling in their students the desire and the ability to help others through clinicals
and other service-provision opportunities. Graduate schools and
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universities can foster the desire to help by increasing awareness
of the need and value of business development services. Indeed,
many students may pursue a degree with only a vague understanding of the need to overcome barriers to access professional
services and to fully integrate underserved populations into the
legal system and the mainstream economic market. Teaching
these students about these needs, improving their abilities
through professional foreign language courses, and allowing the
students to get involved and contribute towards solving this
need helps to further create a culture of service. Ultimately, this
should encourage students to participate in the network once
they become professionals.
Finally, the academic discourse must move away from its single-minded focus on language as the be all and end all of challenges for immigrant entrepreneurs. Such a focus trivializes the
immigrant entrepreneurs' achievements by ignoring all the other
obstacles they strive to overcome. Our interviews show that they
also overcome an innate cultural distrust of government, tremendous financial and time constraints, and a crippling gap in
their knowledge of American law and the role of a business attorney. The discourse must reflect the entirety of the issue, or
we risk wasting resources in a futile attempt to address one aspect of the problem.
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